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Abstract

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are applications used to detect anomalous activities in computer networks and their computers. An emergent challenge faced by the research community is to automate the construction of real-world based datasets with which new detection algorithms can be exploited and benchmarked. The existing solutions to generate datasets are usually based on synthetic network attacks and thus are not representative of real network activity. In this research, we propose a generic architecture to generate network traffic datasets, including attacks, based on a representation protocol. We also propose a deployment strategy to automate the network traffic datasets construction based on a statistical model of normal behaviour, which allows the generation of diverse and analogous to real-world computer networks behaviours.

1 Introduction

In network security, an intrusion is a set of actions carried out by an intruder (internal or external) that attempts to compromise the network infrastructure, through a violation of its security foundations, namely confidentiality, integrity and availability. In general, intrusion detection is the process devoted to monitor the network (or systems) events and to trigger an alert to those that may be the target of an ongoing attack.

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are applications usually focused on incidents where events usually occur at very high rates and in an obscure way. Signs of network intrusion can be found by analysing network packets and their associated information flows. Therefore, the main goal of an IDS is to analyse, in real time, network packets in transit, to positively identify all occurrences of actual attacks, and, at the same time, not be mistaken by regular events or be distracted by the signalling of falsely identified attacks.

To accomplish this goal, IDS monitor network traffic in real time and analyse user and system activities, further auditing the faults and vulnerabilities to which the system is exposed. These systems also recognize an activity model and statistically model abnormal behaviour.

Traditionally, IDS deployment has been classified into two distinct detection methods [1]: (i) signature-based, as these systems are based on the description of known attacks by the means of a “signature” or a pattern of known and previously seen attacks; and (ii) behaviour-based, in which the system builds a model of normal behaviour for the network and then looks for anomalous activities, that is those that do not match the previously established profile.

Snort (www.snort.org) is the most widely used non-commercial open source signature based IDS, being an anomaly based IDS confined mainly to the research community with little expression in production systems [2].

New IDS deployment research needs to be tested against real world network traffic. However, as intruders usually leave slim or no traces of their activity, and real network packets can carry highly sensitive information, it becomes very difficult to have representative data of real attacks, collected from real data networks. To overcome this limitation, artificially created datasets with “safe” and “sanitised” data have been made available to the research community, as DARPA 1999 KDD Cup Challenge dataset [3] and Massicotte et al. work [4] are two popular and widely used examples.

In this paper, we propose a generic architecture to generate real-world based datasets of network traffic, with both normal and abnormal network traffic flows, that could be used to test, deploy and benchmark intrusion detection systems. The datasets are built upon a statistical model that shapes the distribution of real raw packets flows through time. The dataset can be in raw format or text based, depending on the user needs.

The adopted strategy tries to overcome some limitations of the existing artificial datasets generators and to expedite the tests of new detection algorithms, using real world based network traffic.

2 Generating Datasets

In this section we describe the proposed architecture to generate datasets. We detail the overall architecture, the statistical analysis module, the dataset generation process and the representation protocol used for the resulting datasets.

2.1 Proposed architecture

Figure 1 depicts the main blocks of the general architecture we have designed to generate benchmark datasets for IDS testing.

![Diagram of General Architecture for Data Generation](image)

The datasets start to be processed with a normal network traffic collection in a real production network that should have diversity of networking protocols traffic and heterogeneity of network devices.

Regarding the collection of packets related with network attacks, a set of attacks is then launched against a test network composed by, at least, the computers/applications corresponding to the attacker and the victim. In our tests we have launched the attacks with Metasploit Framework (www.metasploit.com), which has a wide range of procedures to exploit already known vulnerabilities.

The collection of packets related with normal and anomalous activities is raw, in the packet capture (PCAP) format, and was obtained through the use of specific applications tools, like wireshark (www.wireshark.org) and tcpdump (www.tcpdump.org).

The statistics analysis block (detailed in Section 2.2) produces a profile of the network regarding the amount of network flows and packets processed. The dataset generation block is then fed with the datasets obtained during the network traffic captures, namely normal and anomalous datasets, together with the normal traffic model obtained. According to the input parameters used to model the dataset creation process, namely the frequency of packets flows and its duration, the system will generate the resulting dataset that interleaves the attacks in the normal traffic in a timely order.

The adopted strategy allows the user to freely generate distinct datasets according to the input parameters that shapes the behaviour of the artificial network flows.

2.2 Deployment strategy

The first step after capturing the traffic is the analysis and processing of the packets, that will be the base of construction of the profiles related to normal traffic. Such analysis has two phases: (i) aggregation of the flows and (ii) constructing the profiles (see Figure 2). In the first phase flow information is stored in a hash array with source IP; destination IP; protocol; packets.
The statistics analysis block (see Figure 1) analyses the normal network traffic and generates the corresponding profile, namely the amount of packets collected and network flows characterization. Such profile consists of fitting a normal curve.

Figure 2 depicts the statistics module processing. It starts by opening the input file with the network traffic and then processing the corresponding packets. Network traffic profiles are generated according to the network flows, protocols observed and the corresponding amount of packets collected.

![Figure 2 – statistics module processing](image)

Finally, all users (D) with the same day (DoW) are aggregated in a single cumulative distribution function, and with the average of requests the inverse transform of the cumulative distribution function is obtained taking into account the corresponding traffic distribution and using a Weibull distribution as in [5]. The set of these data constitutes the generated profile. The format used to store the profiles is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of a per flow analysis, identifying the number of flows for each protocol. In Figure 4b) the analysis is made in a per packet basis, as it shows the amount of packets processed for each TCP/IP application.

![Figure 3: Format used to store network activity profiles](image)

![Figure 4: Statistics analysis of network traffic (a) by packets (a) and (b) by applications](image)

### 2.3 Dataset generation

The overall dataset generation process, that is network capture, statistics analysis and dataset construction, is carried out through a Perl script. The general algorithm is illustrated in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Overall algorithm for datasets construction](image)

The resulting flows can be ready to be tested in real network environments, with the purpose of determining the capabilities of IDS in an organization or can be used as a research tool to construct benchmarks for new algorithm testing. In the later case, a text-based protocol is defined, as the user is able to dump to a text file the contents of each TCP/IP header fields, according to the input data needed to test a specific IDS. The fields chosen to integrate the dataset should be written in a stream of characters, without spaces and separated by a comma. In this preliminary stage, the fields available are the following: source IP address (sIP), destination IP address (dIP), source port (sP), destination port (dP), packet payload and timestamp (tS).

### 3 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have focused on an architecture to generate benchmarks for intrusion detection systems. The proposed approach is able to generate real-world based datasets of network traffic, with both normal and abnormal network traffic flows that statically represent real flows in an organization. Such datasets can be used as benchmark to test, deploy and benchmark intrusion detection systems. The datasets are built upon a statistical model that shapes the distribution of real raw packets flows through time. Moreover, the architecture allows for outputs in raw format to directly test working intrusion detection systems or can be text-based, allowing further research in innovative algorithms for intrusion detection.

Future work is foreseen in further testing the architecture, both in real intrusion scenarios, as well as in developing new detection algorithms.
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